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About This Game

Mad Bullets, the wackiest shooter is here to put your reflexes and laughing muscles to an intensive test. You can forget about
boring stories, complicated controls and irritating tutorials, and jump right into a mind blowing, high-speed action. Now is the

time to become the hero of the Wild West and shoot your way up to the top of the leaderboards! Do you think you have what it
takes to face a real challenge?

Starring

 Mean desperados and American ninjas

 Beautiful damsels in distress

 Rusty the robot cowboy
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 Savage vultures, evil piranhas and dumb chickens

An impeccable cast for a game that doesn't take itself even a bit seriously!

Mad Bullets Features

 The EASIEST shooter controls on any platform, ever!

 The CRAZIEST characters since... well, that's classified!

 The MADDEST bullets in gaming history!

 The...

...still not enough?

Oh, I forgot to mention that there are 3 locations, 50 levels, 4 minigames, about 200 missions, 31 achievements, upgradable
equipment, trendy dubstep music, fully destroyable environmental objects, all mixed in a frantic endless shooter. Presented to

you!

Say YES to Mad Bullets!
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I have played this game for only about 15 hours so you could say I'm quite new to this game but here are the things that I have
seen so far.

Since this is a free to play game that means it is a P2W game right?Well your wrong,since the only thing that money can get you
in this game is faster progress compared to the free to play player.All you can get is minions and you will be able to get them all
as a F2P player later on down the line.

PvP is fair since all of your and opponents minions are level 10,the only thing that will influence who wins is who is faster and
who has the best party lined up.

Apart from that the music,animations and graphics are all perfectly done.I have totally fallen in love with this game as you can
be a casual player or a competitive player this game supplies the needs for both players.

I don't know about you but if a game is free and is not P2W I would definately atleast give it a try since you don't lose anything..
Pros:
the setting is weird- but good weird
the story is interesting (definitely looking forward to the next chapters)
point and click, so your pc probably won't be as likely to hang
free

Cons:
if you're like me, you'll need the help of a guide/walktrhough a couple of times
gotta wait for the next chapters, so you might lose interest. An interesting little puzzle platformer that has you sacrificing lives to
progress. Can't jump the spike pit, die there once, then jump safely onto your corpse the next time. Nothing to write home about
graphics or sound wise, but a quick little game that doesn't overstay it's welcome. Lasts around an hour.. Within a couple
minutes I created
Lebronius Bballlius
Shaquarius Bballius
Magic Johnsonius Bballius
After that I didn't know what to do.
this game explains nothing at all.... awesome game, i really love it. The game might get more updates and fixes but its still really
good game.. It's not the greatest simullation or very precise in biological therms, but hey, I had some fun as a botanical lover rs.
It's a quick game though, but it doesn't hurt to get it though discount ; ). 2 ugly corvettes
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. This game is definitely a lot of fun. If it's on your wishlist and you've been
thinking about giving it a try for a while and you just aren't quite sure, trust me, pick it up and play it immediately. It's worth the
money at full price and I can't say enough nice things about it. The music choice was perfectly fitting for the scenes, the artwork
is wonderful, dialogue is well written and witty. Overall the game is a big winner for me! I enjoyed it.

- Crankage Games (Developer of Metal as P H U K). Much better than previous efforts, but LOTS of little bugs that need
sorting.
Online multiplayer is a joke aswell! If this is going to be used for esports, its needs a lot of work!

Game is good though, just needs some fixes to things such as not being able to finish your lap on qualy when the timer runs out.
Much more flexibility with online play would be appreciated too. Looks great (although the blurry tyres look really bad!)

Give it a go!. Junk, Sorry but this game is worthless. Tried to load up with a buddy and couldn't get anyone to join. Needs Three
people at mininum and no one is online. I wanted to like it but just not any good. They need some sort of AI option or more of a
following. Also the game is having a issue with Twitch and that seems to be a intergral part of the game. Thumbs down.
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Fun for 5 minutes is how I'd best describe this game.

There are 67 levels with varying difficulty the further on you get. Sometimes levels actually don't load properly and become
impossible to complete so you have to restart the game.

The physics aren't perfect but with a bit of logical thinking (and luck) you can easily complete all the levels within 30-60
minutes depending on your skill level.

Probably the easiest 100% achievement game on STEAM. 1 achievement, just to load the game in.

. Horrible game, nothing like expected. I have a ton of Early Access games which all are playable and most common bugs are
fixed. However this game is littered with them. Feels like an Unreal game that was developed in about 16 hours or less. Couldn't
gather bark, spawn was filled with mobs that would spawn kill you, requires too much eating which is just insane. Steam is
getting littered with all these fly by night games where any half-decent man\/woman that can use Unreal or Unity make a game
over night then promote it. With 10 reviews obviously it isn't popular. I will come back in a few months to see if any changes
have been made and will pull down this review if there is any good changes. For now, refunded as it isn't worth paying for a
game as it is barely in a playable stage. I am a developer myself and I fully support developers but it needs to have at least basics
down and be playable in order to charge for it. This should be a free demo then after the basic things are addressed then shoot to
paid so you can further develop it.. Stupid game, terrible graphics even on fantastic.
No players.
You can't buy this game unless you get it on♥♥♥♥♥it's so bad...
Broken♥♥♥♥♥game, when I want to change my class I have to leave the game, start up a new game and change it.
Medic class isn't even a thing.. nice game :). I really love this game but it keeps crashing, can anyone please tell the devoloper to
fix this?. Made in 2008, this game is still version 1.0.0 meaning it never had any updates is abandonware not working on modern
computers. Pulled out an old laptop from way back in 2008 and the game still had no cursor on screen making it impossible to
select anything to even start the game. Whats more fun than this game to burn your money?
Go to a store that sells Twilight Life Size standees, buy the one that you hate most, Team Jacob is a way of life so picked up the
vampire Edward Cullen. Then went to the park with friends and burned that wannabe vamp Edward Cullen, now THAT was
fun.

Rating: 0/10 Value: $0.00. certainly nothing special. its after all the early stages of the puzzles you encounter most of them in
the final game. just in block form. the object you interact with look differently too but still a ncie DLC as such.
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